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We give an explicit description of functional equations satisfied by zeta functions
on the space of unramified hermitian forms over a p-adic field. Further, as an
application, we give explicit expressions of local densities of integral representations
of nondegenerate unramified hermitian matrices with entries in the ring of p-adic
integers.  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let k be a nonarchimedean local field of characteristic 0. Let V be an involu-
tion on k and denote by k0 the fixed field by V . We assume that k is unramified
over k0 . Let q be the cardinality of the residue class field of k0 and ? # k0 be a
prime element of k. Set Gn=GLn(k), Kn=GLn(O), where O is the ring of
integers of k. For a matrix A=(aij) # Mm, n(k), we set A*=(a*ji) # Mn, m(k).
We introduce the set of hermitian matrices Vn=[x # Mn(k) | x*=x].
The group GLn acts on Vn by g } x= gxg* (g # Gn , x # Vn).
We denote by S(Vn) the space of SchwartzBruhat functions on Vn . Let
 be an additive character on k0 of conductor l. For each . # S(Vn), we
denote by .^(x) the Fourier transform with respect to  (cf. (1.2)).
For . # S(Vn), s=(s1 , ..., sn) # Cn, and a character / of k_0 , we define
local zeta functions Z(.; /; s) and Z*(.; /; s) by
Z(.; /; s)=|
0n
.(x) /(det x) ‘
n
i=1
|di (x)| si d+(x),
Z*(.; /; s)=|
0*n
.(x) /(det x) ‘
n
i=1
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where di (x) (resp. d i*(x)) is the determinant of the upper left (resp.
lower right) i by i block of x, 0n=[x # Vn | >ni=1 di (x){0], 0n*=
[x # Vn | >ni=1 d i*(x){0], | | is the normalized absolute value on k0 , and
d+(x) is the normalized Gn -invariant measure on Vn (cf. (2.2)). The above
integrals are absolutely convergent for Re s1>0, ..., Re sn&1>0, Re sn>n
and have analytic continuations to rational functions in qs1, ..., qsn.
Let S(Kn"Xn) be the subspace of S(Vn) consisting of all Kn -invariant
functions with support contained in Xn=Vn & Gn . As for . # S(Kn"Xn),
functions Z(.; /; s) are closely investigated in [2], and essentially they are
spherical functions on Xn .
Zeta functions Z(.; /; s) (resp. Z*(.; /; s)) are those of prehomogeneous
vector space (Pn , \, Vn) (resp. the dual of (Pn , \, Vn)), where Pn is the
subgroup of Gn consisting of lower triangle matrices and \(g) v= gvg*
(g # Pn , v # Vn). When we decompose those zeta functions into 2n sub-zeta
functions according to the Pn -orbit decomposition of Vn , by a general
theory of prehomogeneous vector spaces, it is known that there exist some
functional equations between them (cf. [7, Theorem kp]). Here we will give
such functional equations explicitly (Proposition 3.4). Moreover, we will
give an explicit functional equation without such decomposition.














be the character of k_0 determined by /*(a)=(&1)
v?(a). Then our
first main result is the following:
Theorem I. Let /=/
*
or 1 and set
2/(s)=/(?) ln q(ln




1&(&1)n&i /(?) qsi+ } } } +sn&i
1&(&1)n&i /(?) q&si& } } } &sn+i&1






s*=(sn&1 , ..., s1 , &s1& } } } &sn+n) # Cn.
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Then the following identity holds for every . # S(Vn)
Z(.^; /; s)=2/(s) } Z*(.; /*
n&1/; s*).
In the latter half of this paper, using Theorem 1, we will give explicit
expressions for local densities of hermatian forms.
Denote by Xn(O) the set Xn & Mn(O) and by p the prime ideal of k. For
each A # Xm(O) and B # Xn(O) with mn, the local density of integral





Nl (B, A)=*[T # Mm, n(Op l) | T*AT#B (mod p l)].
The local density +(B, A) depends only on the Kn -orbit containing B and
the Km-orbit containing A. On the other hand, it is known that a complete
set of representatives of Kn -orbits in Xn(O) is given as follows:
?*1 0
{?*=\ . . . + } * # 4+n = ,0 ?*n
where
4+n =[*=(*1 , ..., *n) # Z
n | *1 } } } *n0].
Therefore our problem is to give an explicit formula expressing +(?*, ?!)
(* # 4+n , ! # 4
+
m ) in terms of * and !.




+i , n(+)= :
n
i=1
(i&1) + i ,
+$i=*[ j | +ji] (i1),
for &, + # 4+n , the notation &/+ means &i+i for every i (1in), and for





i) >r& ji=1 (1&t
i)
.
Now the result on local densities is given as follows:
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* $i+1& j & (&q&1) _
* $i& j
* $i&+$i& (&q&1)= ,
where
* =(*1+1, ..., *n+1) and (!$, +$)= :
i1
!$i +$i .
In a previous paper [2], we have presented a formula for +(?*, ?!),
though the present one is more explicit than the previous one. The method
to obtain the formula in [2] is based on the fact that the spherical function
on the space of hermitian forms can be viewed as a generating function of
local densities. Here we employ another approach based on Gaussian sums
(cf. Lemma 4.1), though spherical functions still keep playing an important
role.
Similar results have been obtained in [3] and [4] for alternating forms,
which are rather easy, since the set of generic points in Vn forms a single
Pn -orbit and the rank of the space of spherical functions is equal to one.
As for the present case, the set of generic points in Vn decomposes into 2n
Pn -orbits, and things become more complicated than the previous case. At
the same time, it would be interesting that the final result for local densities
is very similar to the case of alternating forms.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let k be a nonarchimedean local field of characteristic 0. Let V be an
involution on k and denote by k0 the fixed field by V . We assume that k
is unramified over k0 , and fix a unit = # k0 for which k=k0(- =) and a
prime element ? of k taken from k0 . Let q be the cardinality of the residue
class field of k0 .
We denote by | | the normalized absolute value on k0 , and by v?( ) the
additive value on k0 . We use the same symbol p for both prime ideals of
k and k0 , if there is no apprehension of confusion.
Set Gn=GLn(k) and Kn=GLn(O), where O is the ring of integers of k.
For an element A=(aij) # Mm, n(k), we set A*=(a*ji) # Mn, m(k).
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We introduce the sets of hermitian matrices Vn=[x # Mn(k) | x*=x]
and Xn=Vn & Gn . Then the group Gn acts on Vn by g } x= gxg* (g # Gn ,
x # Vn), and Gn also acts on Xn by the same action.
Let . be an additive character of k0 of conductor p l. Denote by S(kn)
(resp. S(Vn)) the space of Schwartz-Bruhat functions on kn (resp. Vn),
where we regard kn=Mn, 1(k).
The Fourier transform on S(kn) or S(Vn) with respect to  is defined
in the following way. We set, for . # S(kn)
.~ (v)=|
kn
.(u) ((u, v) kn) du, (1.1)
and, for . # S(Vn)
.^( y)=|
Vn
.(x) ((x, y) Vn) dx, (1.2)
where





and du (resp. dx) is the self dual Haar measure on kn (resp. Vn).
Set Vn(a)=Vn & Mn(a) for any ideal a of k and denote by chVn(a) the




For A # Vn and v # Mn, m(k), we put
A[v]=v*Av (#Vm). (1.5)
The following proposition is a refinement of [9, Theorem 2] for our
case.
Proposition 1.1. For A # Xn and . # S(kn), we have
|
kn
(A[u]) .~ (u) du
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Proof. Since (A[u]) is a character of second degree on kn in the sense
of [9], we have, by [9, Theorem 2]
|
kn




where #(A) is a complex constant of absolute value 1. It is easy to see that
#(A)=#(A[ g]) for every g # Gn and that #(A1 = A2)=#(A1) #(A2) here
A1 = A2=( A10
0
A2). Hence we have only to consider for the case n=1 and
A=?e with e=0, 1. Then we have
|
k
(?e[u]) .~ (u) du=#(?e) q&e |
k
(&?&e[u]) .(u) du (\. # S(k)),
and an easy calculation shows that #(?e)=(&1) l (&1)e. K
2. LOCAL ZETA FUNCTIONS ON THE SPACE OF
HERMITIAN FORMS
Set









where di (x) (resp. di*(x)) is the determinant of the upper left (resp. lower
right) i by i block of x. For . # S(Vn) and s=(s1 , ..., sn) # Cn, we define














where d+(x)=dx|det x|n with Haar measure dx on Vn normalized by
Vn(O) dx=1. The above integrals are absolutely convergent for Re s1>0, ...,
Re sn&1>0, Re sn>n and have analytic continuations to rational functions
in qs1, ..., qsn (cf. [7, Lemma 2.1]). Let S(Kn "Xn) be the subspace of S(Vn)
consisting of all Kn -invariant functions with support contained in Xn . For
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functions . # S(Kn"Xn) the zeta functions Z(.; s) are essentially spherical
functions on Xn , which have been closely investigated in [2].
Recall that a complete set of representatives of Kn"Xn is given as follows
(cf. [6]):
?*1 0
{?*=\ ... + } * # 4n= ,0 ?*n
where
4n=[*=(*1 , ..., *n) # Zn | *1 } } } *n]. (2.3)














Denote by Sn the symmetric group in n letters and by C[q\z1, ..., q\zn]Sn
the ring of symmetric Laurent polynomials in qz1, ..., qzn. The Hall
Littlewood polynomial is defined for each * # 4n and indeterminates
x=(xi , ..., xn) and t by










Here Sn acts on the set [x i , ..., xn] by permutations, and
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We denote by c* the characteristic function of Kn } ?*(* # 4n), then we have









|di (k } x)| ti dk
with the normalized Haar measure dk on Kn . In [2], spherical functions








For . # S(Vn), set
F(.)(s)=Z(.; s)Z(c0 ; s) (0=(0, ..., 0) # 4+n ). (2.7)
The next theorem is a reformulation of our previous results.
Theorem 1. ([2. Theorems 1 and 2])
(i) For every * # 4n ,






(ii) For every . # S(Kn"Xn) the function F(.) is contained in
C[q\z1, ..., q\zn]Sn and the mapping
F : S(Kn"Xn)  C[q\z1, ..., q\zn]Sn
is a C-linear isomorphism.
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Remark. Let H(Gn , Kn) be the Hecke algebra of Gn with respect to Kn .
Then we can introduce an H(Gn , Kn)-module structure on S(Kn"Xn) by
convolution product and on C[q\z1, ..., q\zn]Sn by Satake isomorphism.
Then the mapping F is an H(Gn , Kn)-module isomorphism (for details,
see [2, Section 2]).
Proposition 2.1. For every m # Z,
Z(chVn(pm) ; s)
=q&m(s1+2s2+ } } } +nsn)(1&q&1)n
_ ‘
1i jn&1
1+(&1) i& j q&(si+ } } } +sj)+i& j&2





1&(&1)n&i q&(si+ } } } +sn)+i&1










Proof. Since Z(chVn(pm) ; s)=q
&m ni=1 isi * # 4n+ Z(c* ; s), the result follows







(1&xi)&1 ([6, Chap. 3, Section 4, Example 1]). K
Corollary 2.2. For every .=chVn(pm) # S(Vn), m # Z,




1+(&1) i qsi+ } } } +sn&i
1&(&1)n&i q&(si+ } } } +sn)+i&1
_Z*(.; s*)






where s*=(sn&1 , ..., s1 , &s1& } } } &sn+n).
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Proof. Since
0 1
.( j } x)=.(x) for j=\ . . . + # Kn ,1 0
we have Z*(.; s*)=Z(.; s*). According to the relation s W z, we get
s* W \&zn&n&
(n+1) ? - &1
log q
, ..., &z1&n&
(n+1) ? - &1
log q + .
Now the result follows from Proposition 2.1 and (1.4). K
Remark. We shall see in Corollary 3.3 that the above functional
equation holds for every . # S(Vn) if n is odd.
3. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS OF LOCAL ZETA FUNCTIONS
By a general theory of prehomogeneous vector spaces due to F. Sato, it
is known that there exist some functional equations between sub-zeta func-
tions Z=( ; s)’s and Z =*( ; s)’s (cf. [7, Theorem kp]). We will give functional
equations (Proposition 3.4) precisely by a direct calculation in a similar
manner as in [7, Theorem 2.3]. Besides them, we will give functional
equations without such decompositions in Theorem 2.
Throughout this section, for s=(s1 , ..., sn) # Cn, we set
s*=(sn&1 , ..., s1 , &s1& } } } &sn+n) # Cn,
and the variable z # Cn is related to s by the formula (2.4).
Now we introduce sub-zeta functions. Let En=[0, 1]n and for each
==(=1 , ..., =n) # En , we set
V= V (n)= =[x # Vn | v?(di (x))#=1+ } } } +=i (mod 2) (1\in)],
(3.1)
V =*=V* (n)= =[x # Vn | v?(di*(x))#=n&i+1+ } } } +=n (mod 2) (1\in)],
49ZETA FUNCTIONS AND LOCAL DENSITIES
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We say = # En is even (resp. odd ) and write p(=)=0 (resp. p(=)=1) when
ni=1 =i is even (resp. odd). Set
Zeven(.; s)= :
= : p(=)=0






Z =*(.; s), Z*odd (.; s)= :
= : p(=)=1
Z =*(.; s).
For a character / of k_0 , . # S(Vn) and s=(s1 , ..., sn) # C
n, we define
local zeta functions Z(.; /; s) and Z*(.; /; s) by
Z(.; /; s)=|
0n
.(x) /(det x) ‘
n
i=1










be the character of k_0 determined by /*(a)=(&1)
v?(a). We denote
by 1 the trivial character of k_0 . It is easy to see that
Z(.; /
*
; s)=Z \.; s1 , ..., sn&1 , sn+? - &1log q + .
For the case n=1, our zeta function is nothing but the one introduced
by J. T. Tate [8], hence we have the following. It is easy to check the equa-
tion by a direct calculation.
Lemma 3.1. ([8, Section 2]) Let n=1 and /=1, /
*
. Then for every
. # S(V1), we have
Z(.^; /; s1)=1(/, s1) Z*(.; /; 1&s1),
where
1(/, t)=
/(?) l ql2&lt(1&/(?) qt&1)
1&/(?) q&t
(t # C). (3.5)
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Theorem 2. Let /=/
*
or 1 and set
2/(s)=/(?) ln qln
22&l(s1+2s2+ } } } +nsn) ‘
n
i=1
1&(&1)n&i /(?) qsi+ } } } +sn&i
1&(&1)n&i /(?) q&si& } } } &sn+i&1






Then the following identity holds for every . # S(Vn)
Z(.^; /; s)=2/(s) } Z*(.; /*
n&1/; s*).
Proof. The required functional equation does not change, when we
multiply the measure d+(x) by a positive constant. Hence we may assume
the normalization of dx on Vn(k) is the same as in Section 1.
We prove by induction on n. Since the case n=1 is given as Lemma 3.1,












where x1 # 0n&1 , y # kn&1, a # 01=k_0 , and for each . # S(Vn), we write
.(x)=.(x1 , y, a). We see that dx=dx1 dy da together with the required
normalization as in Section 1. For each x1 # 0n&1 and a # k0 , set
.*(x1 , a; ’)=|
Vn&1
.(!, ’, a) ((!, x1) Vn&1) d! ( # S(k
n&1)),
and denote by .*
t







:+ # Vn ,
(x$, x) Vn=(!, x1) Vn&1+(’, y) kn&1+(:, z) V1
we obtain





.*(x1 , :; ’) ((’, y) ) ((:, a+x&11 [ y]) ) d’
=|
V1
((:, a) ) (:x&11 [ y]) .*
t
(x1 , :; y) d:.
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/(a) /(det x1) ‘
n&1
i=1
|di (x1)| si } ( |det x1 | |a| )sn&n
_\|V1 ((:, a) ) (:x
&1
1 [ y]) .*
t
(x1 , :; y) d:+ dx1 dy da
=|
01
/(a) |a| sn&n+1 d+(a) |
V1







|d i (x1)| si
_|det x1 | sn&n (:x&11 [ y]) .*
t









|di (x1)| si } |det x1 | sn&n dx1
_|
kn&1
(ax&11 [ y]) .*
t
(x1 , a; y) dy.
Now applying Proposition 1.1, we obtain












|di (x1)| si } |det x1 | sn&n+1 dx1
_|
kn&1
(&a&1x1[ y]) .*(x1 , a; y) dy.
For each a # 01 and y # kn&1, set
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Then we have
(&a&1x1[ y]) .*(x1 , a; y)
=((&a&1yy*, x1) ) |
Vn&1
.(!, y, a) ((!, x1) ) d!
=|
Vn&1
.(!+a&1yy*, y, a) ((!, x1) ) d!
=|
Vn&1
.a, y(!) ((!, x1) ) d!=.a, y@(x1).
Hence we obtain







Z(.a, y@; /*/; s1 , ..., sn&2 , sn&1+sn) dy. (3.6)
Now, by the induction hypothesis we have













Z*(.a, y ; /*












|det x1 |n |a|n
,
we see that the last factor of the above expression is equal to
Z(.; /
*
n&1/; sn&1 , ..., s1 , &s1& } } } &sn+n),
which completes a proof. K
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The following corollaries are easy consequences of Theorem 2.
Corollary 3.2. For any . # S(Vn), we have






Z*odd (.; s*)+ ,
where
An(s)=q(ln






1&(&1)n&i qsi+ } } } +sn&i




1+(&1)n&i qsi+ } } } +sn&i
1+(&1)n&i q&si& } } } &sn+i&1+




















1&(&1)n&i qsi+ } } } +sn&i





1+(&1)n&i qsi+ } } } +sn&i
1+(&1)n&i q&si& } } } &sn+i&1+













Corollary 3.3. Let n be odd. Then for any . # S(Vn), we have
Z(.^; s)=qln22&l(s1+2s2+ } } } +nsn) ‘
n
i=1
1+(&1) i qsi+ } } } +sn&i
1+(&1) i q&si& } } } &sn+i&1
_Z*(.; s*)
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Remark 1. Theorem 2 will be used to obtain explicit expressions for
local densities. For that purpose, we may assume that l is even. Then, for
the characteristic function c* of K } ?*(* # 4n), we have
Z(c*@; s)=(&1)(n&1) |*| 2(s) } Z*(c* ; s*), (3.7)
where






Remark 2. Similar functional equations to Theorem 2 can be proved
for ramified hermitian forms, since the similar result to Proposition 1.1
holds for that case, which was suggested by the referee. But for symmetric
forms, we cannot expect such functional equation, because of the behaviour
of Weil constants for symmetric forms.
Next we will give a fine functional equation between sub-zeta functions.
Proposition 3.4. The following functional equation holds for each = # En
and any . # S(Vn).
Z=(.^; s=(&1) (ln(n&1)2)+&(=) q(ln










}=i+’i (si+ } } } sn&i+1) } Z ’*(.; s*),













(n&i) = i , &*(’)= :
n
i=1
(i&1) ’ i (=, ’ # En).
Proof. Since this proposition is proved similarly to Theorem 2, we omit
the details and use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 2. We
have known for the case ’=1 in Corollary 3.2. Let n2 and set
==(=$, =n) # En=En&1_E1 .
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|di (x1)| si } ( |det xi | |a| )sn&n
_\|V1 ((:, a) ) (:x
&1
1 [ y]) .*
t




|a| sn&n+1 d+(a) |
V1







|d i (x1)| si } |det xi | sn&n
_(:x&11 [ y]) .*
t











|di (x1)| si } |det x i | sn&n dx1
_|
kn&1
(:x&11 [ y]) .*
t
(x1 , a; y) dy
=(&1) l(n&1)+ p(=$) :
’n
(&1) (n&1) ’n 1=n+’n(sn&n+1)
_|
V’n





|d i (x1)| si } |det x1 | sn&n+1 dx1
_|
kn&1
(&a&1x1[ y]) .*(x1 , a; y) dy
=(&1) l(n&1)+ p(=$) :
’n





Z=$(.a, y@; s1 , ..., sn&1 , sn&1+sn) dy
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1=i+’n(s i+ } } } +sn&i+1)
_ :



















}=i+’i (s i+ } } } +sn&i+1) } Z ’*(.; s*),
which completes a proof. K
4. LOCAL DENSITIES
Let m and n be positive integers with mn and set Xm(O)=Xm &
Mm(O) and Xn(O)=Xn & M n(O). For A # Xm(O) and B # Xn(O), the local





Nl (B, A)=*[T # Mm, n(Op l) | A[T]#B (mod pl)].
The local density +(B, A) depends only on the Kn-orbit containing B and the
Km -orbit containing A. Recall that a complete set of representatives of
Kn"Xn(O) is given by [?* | * # 4+n ] where
4+n =[*=(*1 , ..., *n) # Z
n | *1 } } } *n0].
Therefore our problem is to give an explicit formula expressing +(?*, ?!) in
terms of * and ! with * # 4+n and ! # 4
+
m .





where O0 is the ring of integers of k0 and p0=?O0 . Let Vn(Opl)=










where ( , )Vn is defined in (1.3)
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In the following we always assume that
l is even and large enough to satisfy the condition that the Kn -orbit
containing ?* decomposes into cosets modulo pl.
Let  be an additive character of k0 which induces the same character
with /l on O0 p l0 . Recall the Fourier transform .^ of . # S(Vn) with respect
to  defined in (1.2) and the characteristic function c* of Kn } ?* in S(Vn).
A complete set of representatives of GLn(Opl)"Vn(Opl) is given by
[?+ | + # 4+n, l] where
4+n, l=[+=(+1 , ..., +n) # Z
n | l+1 } } } +n0].
The following two lemmas can be proved in a similar way to the cases
of symmetric forms ([1, Lemma 1 and 21), and alternating forms ([4,
Lemma 1 and 2]), so we omit the proof, only noting that c*@(?*)=c*@(&?*)
since k is unramified over k0 .
Lemma 4.1 shows us how local densities can be expressed by using
Gaussian sums Sl (?!, ?+). Then our problem is reduced to calculating
c*@(?+) and rearranging terms with respect to + # 4+n, l .
Lemma 4.1. For ! # 4+m and * # 4
+
n with mn, we have
+(?*, ?!)=q&ln(2m&n2)N prl (?
*, ?*) :
+ # 4+n, l





N prl (B, A)
=*{T=T \1n0 + # Mm, n(Op l) } T # GLm(Op l), A[T]#B (mod p l)= ,
Sl (?!, ?+)= :
X # Mm, n(Op
l)
/l ((?+, ?![X]) ).








where wn(+)=w (n)+ (&q
&1) (cf. (2.5)).
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For each + # 4+n and i1, we set
+$i=*[ j | +ji].
Lemma 4.3. For + # 4+n, l and ! # 4
+
m ,
Sl (?!, ?+)=(&q)2lmn&m |+^|+(!$, +^$),
where +^=(l&+n , ..., l&+1) and (!$, +^$)=i1 ! i$ +^$i .

















=(&q)i, j min[2l, l++i !j].
The lemma follows from the identity
:
i, j
min[l, +i+! j]=lmn&m |+^|+(!$, +^$)
which we have known ([4, in the proof of Lemma 3]). K
The following lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 1 (cf.
[4, Lemma 4]).
Lemma 4.4. Let . be an element of S(Kn"Vn) whose support is





:(+) P+(qz1, ..., qzn; &q&1)
and its coefficients :(+) are given by
:(+)=(&1)n(+)+|+| q&n(+)+(n&1)2 |+|.(?+) (+ # 4+n ).
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For &, + # 4+n , the notation &/+ means &i+i for every i (1in). The
Gaussian polynomial [ rj](t) is defined for r j0 by
_rj& (t)=
wt(t)
wj (t) wr& j (t)
,
where wr(t) is defined in (2.6).











* $l&i&* $l&i+1 & (&q&1)+= ,
where * =(*1+1, ..., *n+1) and
e(*, &)=&n(&)+(n&1) |&|& :
i1
&$i* $l&i+1
with the understanding that * $j=0 for j0.
Proof. By (2.7), (3.7) and Theorem 1, we obtain
F(c*@)(s)=(&1) (n&1) |*| 2(s) } Z*(c* ; s*)Z(c0 : s*)







} P(l )&* (qz1, ..., qzn; &q&1),
where (l )&* =(l&1&*n , ..., l&1&*n) # 4+n .
Now we recall the following identity ([4, Lemma 7]): for every * # 4+n ,
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Applying this formula with (x1 , ..., xn , t, y)=(&qz1+(n&1)2, ..., &qzn+(n&1)2,






(&q(n&1)2) |+| P+(qz1, ..., qzn ; &q&1)
_{:& (&q)




+$i&&$i & (&q&1) _
&$i&n+* $l&i









=(l&1) n2+2n(*)&(2n&1) |*|&n |&|+ :
i1
&$i* $l&i+1
the result follows from Lemma 4.4. K
Now we come to the stage of proving our main theorem.















* $i+1& j & (&q&1) _
* $i& j
* $i&+$i& (&q&1)= ,
where * =(*1+1, ..., *n+1) and (!$, +$)= i1 !$i +$i .
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_(&1) |*| q&ln22(&q)n(n&1)2&2n(*)+(n&1) |*|+n(+)+|+|
_:
& {(&q)




+$i&&$i & (&q&1) _
* $l&i& &^$l&i+1








(&1) |+| (&q)&n(+)&m |+|+(!$, +^$)
_:
& {(&q)






* $l&i&* $l&i+1& (&q&1)= ,
where + runs over 4+n, l and & runs over 4
+
n satisfying (l )&* /&/+. When
we change + and & into +^ and &^, respectively, then +^ runs over 4+n, l and &^


















* $i&* $i+1& (&q&1)= .
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(&q) j(2* $i+1& j)2 _+$i&1&+$ij&+$i & (&q&1) _
* $i&1& j
* $i&1&* $i& (&q&1).
(4.1)
Using the formula




















min[* $i , +$i&1]
j=+$i
(&q) j (2* $i+1& j)2 _*
 $i&+$i
* $i& j & (&q&1)
__ *
 $i&1& j
* $i&1&+$i&1& (&q&1). (4.2)



























Thus we obtain the result. K
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Remark. (Correction of our previous paper [4]) In our main theorem
of [4], the product >i1, +$1{+$i+1 should be taken > i1 , i.e. we have to
take the factor which corresponds to +$i=+$i+1 .
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